1. Introduction. In this paper we will be concerned with the problem of homotopy classification of liftings of a map. Suppose that j3 = (£, B,p) is a locally trivial fibre space with fibre £ Then, for/: Y-»-B, there is the set L(X,f, ß) of homotopy classes of liftings of/ Assuming that L{X,f, ß) is not empty and that Y is (2n-l)-coconnected and £ is (n-l)-connected, we will construct, for aeL(X,f,ß), an abelian group structure on L{X,f,ß) such that a is the zero element. Denote the group by (£(Ar,/, j8), a) and the sum of two elements yx and y2
by Yl +<r Y2-Given a0, ax eL(Y,/, ß), the different group structures on L{X,f, ß) determined by a0 and ax are isomorphic in the best possible way. The translation ßL{X,f, ß), ax) -*■ iL{X,f ß), a0) which sends y to y+aiao is an isomorphism.
A weak form of the classification problem is then to determine the structure of thegroupCL(Y,/,0),a).
In §2 we define a 5-cohomology theory where B is a fixed space. These are generalizations of cohomology with local coefficients, and if B is a point, they are generalized cohomology theories as in [9] . For each CW-pair (Y, A) and integer n, hniX, A) is a local system of abelian groups over the mapping space J(iX, B). The group assigned XofeJiiX, B) is denoted by nn(Y, A,f).
In §4 we construct the spectral sequence for a fibre map tr: Y"-> X. This is analogous to Dold's generalization of the Serre spectral sequence [2] .
In § §5 and 6 we define a 5-spectrum and show how to construct a £-cohomology theory from a 5-spectrum. We then associate to a fibre space ß=iE,B,p) a 5-spectrum Sf'ß) in a natural way and define, for a e L(X,f, ß), a correspondence ia:LiX,f,ß)->h°iX,f,yiß)), which, in the stable range, i.e., when Y is (2n-l)-coconnected and £ is (n-1)-connected, is one-one and onto. The group structure on L(Y,/ ß) having a as zero element is obtained by pulling back the group structure on h°iX,f S^iß)) via <fia. Then (using the terminology of §7) we show that L(X,f, ß) has a natural affine group structure.
Suppose that G is a finite group which acts on Y and Y and is free on Y. Let £(Y, Y) denote the set of homotopy classes of equivariant maps from Y to Y. Using a construction of Heller [3] and our previous results, we define an affine group structure on E(X, Y), provided E(X, Y) is not empty, X/G is (2«-1)-coconnected and y is («-l)-connected. Our main result on the structure of (¿(A", Y), a) is Theorem (8.13 ).
In § §9 and 10 we make use of recent results of Hirsch and Haefliger [4] , [5] which reduce the problem of classifying immersions (embeddings) of a closed «-dimensional C "-manifold M in euclidean space En+k to a problem of classifying equivariant maps. These allow us to define a natural affine group structure on the set IMn+k(M)(EMn+k(M)) of regular homotopy classes of immersions (isotopy classes of embeddings) of M in En+k provided the set is not empty and 2A:>« +1 (2k > « + 3). Using Theorem (8.13) we compute the rank and /»-primary component, /»-odd, of these groups.
In §11 we study a question raised by Lashof and Smale [7] as to what classes in Hk(M) are realizable as normal classes of an immersion of M into ¿n+fc.
2. Cohomology theories. Given a space X, let X denote the category whose objects are points of X and such that the set of maps M(x0, xx), x0, Xi £ X, consists of equivalence classes of paths from xx to x0, the equivalence relation being homotopy relative to the end points. A continuous map /: Xx -*■ X2 defines a covariant functor/: Xx -*• X2 in the obvious way.
Let ¿/ denote the category of abelian groups. A local system of abelian groups over X is a covariant functor L: X->s/. We will denote ¿(H) by <r# where [a] is an equivalence class of paths.
Suppose that local systems Lx : Xx -*■ si and ¿2 : X2 -*■ s/ and a map/: A^ -»■ X2 are given. A homomorphism <// over / from Lx to ¿2 is a natural transformation :¿1^¿2/.
Let Sf denote the category whose objects are pairs (X, L) where L is a local system over X and whose maps are pairs (f, <ji) : (Xx, Lx) -*■ (X2, L2), where /: Xi, -*■ X2 and ^ is a homomorphism over/from ¿x to ¿2.
Let a52 denote the category of CW-pairs. 
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These are to have the following properties.
I. For (Y, A) e &2, the collection {h\X, A,f), £#}, fe Jf(X, B), F e JiiX, B)', is a local system over JiiX, B) which will be denoted by h\X, A). II. For g: iXx, Ax) -+ (Y2, A2) the collection {g* : h\X2, A2,f) -> h%Xx, Ax,fg)}, feJiiX2, B) is a homomorphism of local systems over Jtig).
Then, for (Y, A) e 0>2, the collection {h\A,f\A), F\A#},fe JiiX, B), FeJ({X, B)' is a local system over JiiX, B). Here F\A: I-> Jt{A, B) is defined by F\Ait)ia) = Fit)ia), aeA.
III. For (Y, A) e @2, the collection {d: h\A,f\A) -> hn+\X, A,f)},fe JiiX, B)
is a homomorphism of local systems over the identity map JtiX, B) -*■ JiiX, B).
IV. The function Xn:^>2^£C defined by X\X, A) = iJi{X, B), hn{X, A)) and VII. For (Y, A) e 3P2 and feJi{X, B), the sequence is an isomorphism. Here i: iAx, Ai Ci A2) -*■ (Y, /12) is inclusion. Example 1. Take £ to be a point. Then any generalized cohomology theory (such as in [9] ) may be regarded as a £-cohomology theory'on 3P2.
For the next example, if £ is a local system of abelian groups over Y, let H\X, A ; L) denote the nth singular cohomology group of (Y, A) with coefficients in£.
Example 2. Fix a space B and a local system L over B. For (Y, A) e 0>2 and [September fe J((X, B), the composition Lj: X-*-s/ is a local system over X. We then have H\X,A;LJ). With the homomorphism induced by a continuous mapping of pairs and the boundary operator defined in the usual way, it is easy to see that we have a Bcohomology theory on 3f2.
3. Description of ¿#. Assume that a cohomology theory over B is given.
Axioms IV and VI imply. is an isomorphism.
A subspace A <= X is a weak deformation retract of X if the inclusion i : A -> X is a homotopy equivalence. By the exact cohomology sequence for (X, A) and the above lemma, we have Proof. By exactness, it is sufficient to show that hn(XxI, Xx{j}\J Ax I, ¿)=0. This follows from the preceding lemma.
Let </)=0 if j=\ and e(/) = l if /'=0. Define i,: (X, A)-+ (Xxl U Ax I, Xx {e(j)} u Ax I) by ij(x) = (x,j), j=0,1. By Axiom VIII, (3.5) if : hn(Xxlu Ax I, Xx {</)} u A x I, F) -* (X, A,f)
is an isomorphism. Hence we have a suspension isomorphism (3.6) s,: hn+\Xx I, Xx 1 u A x I, F) -* hn(X, A,feU)), j = 0,1, byjy=4%^-1. Let tt: Xx I-+ X be the projection. is minus the identity.
The proof is the same as for ordinary cohomology. The next theorem characterizes £# in terms of suspension. Applying s0 /»-times, we obtain (3.11) ig : h\X xfp,Xx f p, £) -> nn -p(Y x {t;p}, £).
Define Afc: X-+ Xx tp by Xk(x) = (x, ufc), k=p -\,p, and let n: Xx rp->Ibe the projection. where T: XxI->B is defined by T(x, t)=F(x, tvp-i+(l-t)vp), Og/^1. (3.15) Lemma. The diagrams (3.13) and (3.14) are commutative.
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem (3.8) . Here we use the preceding lemma, the homotopy M:(Xxtp)xI-+ Xxrp by M(x,z)(X) = Xz+(l -X)vp, 0^ A^ 1, and a diagram similar to (3.9) . 4 . The spectral sequence. Assume that a space B and a ¿-cohomology theory on ^2 is given. In this section we construct the spectral sequence associated with a fibre map n: Y^-X. This is a generalization of the Serre-Dold spectral sequence [2] .
We assume that -n: Y ^-X is locally trivial, A" is a polyhedron and for each pair (K, L) of subcomplexes of X, we have (n^ijK), ir_1(X)) e 0>2.
Let/£ J((X, B) be given. Let F(x)=tt~1(x), x e X. We now describe the way in which the collection of groups hn(F(x),fn), xe X, is a local system over X. Let a: /-» X be a path from jc0 to xx. By the covering homotopy property, there is S(d): ¿(x0)x/-* X such that Sfa) covers a and SOOo: ¿(x0) -*■ F(x0) is the identity. We then have S^:
F(x0) -*■ ¿(xj).
Next, for xeX, we have T{x, a) : I -+ Jt{F{x), B) by Tix, o)it){y)=foit), Ogt£l,yeFix).
Note that Tix0, a)il)=faSio)x. Let (4.1) o# : h\Fixx),fn) -* h\Fix0),fn) be the composition Sic)* 7Yx0, c)# h\Fixx),fr)-i-^ h\Fix0),firSia)x) '*> h\F{xQ), fir).
(4.2) Lemma. The assignment of hniFix),fir) to xeX and of o# to ae X' is a local system on X.
Proof. Let a be a path from x0 to xx and t a path from xx to x2. We will show that (ctt)# = ct#t# and leave the other properties to the reader. Consider the diagram hniFix2),fn)
The left hand triangle is commutative, since we may take S{ot)x to be the composition S'(T)1S'(ff)1. The lower triangle is commutative by Axiom I. The square is commutative by Axiom II. Thus (<"0# = °#t#. We will denote the local system described above by [nn ( to be i*d~1, where d is from the cohomology sequence of the triple (7t-1(tp),
Applying s0 /»-times leads to an isomorphism (4.5) ig : hp+"ß-\r9), n-\fp),fa -h"{Fivp),fa).
Consider the diagrams
where a:/-» Ais defined by a(í) = í»p-r-(l-/)üp_i, O^/^l. Proof. We will show that (4.7) is commutative. Choose S: F(vp-i)xtp-> "" ~ 1(tp) to cover the inclusion tp <= A and such that SAP _ x : F(vp _ j) -+■ ¿(up _ j) is the identity. We have a commutative diagram
Now use this, the commutativity of (3.14) and the fact that SXp_i is the identity to deduce that sp0-% = (-l)"T#(SXp)*sp0.
Next, note that T=T(vp.u a). Therefore ¿#(5AP)* = a#. The proof that (4.6) is commutative is similar. by </i(u)(tp)=s%í(tp)*(u), u ehp+q(Yp, Yp.ufn-). Then </> is an isomorphism and, by Lemma (4.8) , commutes with the boundary operator. Therefore we have an identification
We have a filtration (4.12) h\Y,fa) = J°-n o ... 3 /»•-» z»..., where 7p--p = Imagery, Yp-x,fa)->h\Y,fa)).
As usual, let Ep>-n-p=Jp-n-p/Jp+1-n-p-1. We will discuss now the convergence of {Er,iL}tOE". (2) The filtration (4.12) is finite.
This follows by a standard spectral sequence argument. For case (b), the preceding lemma is needed. This follows easily from the exponential law and the fact that p is a Serre fibre map.
Note that w has a cross-section It is easy to show that {k, K)# is a homomorphism of local systems.
6. £-spectra. Given iß, A) as in the previous section, let A B-spectrum y is a sequence of pairs (ßm,Am), -oo<m< +oo, where ft, = (£m, £, pm) is a Serre fibre space and Am : B -*■ £m is a cross-section, together with maps (6.6) (*m, Km) : ißm, Am) -* (ii(ft,+! ; Am +,), ü(Am+J). [September Given a 5-spectrum Sf, we have for (X, A) e SP2 and fe Jt(X, B), a homomorphism (6.7) (km, Km)#: nn(SC(X, A,f, ßm, Am)) -+ *K+1(&(Xt A,f, ßm+1, Am+1)) (using the identification (6.5)). Now, for each integer «, let (6.8) h»(X, A,f; Sf) = dir limn w_"J&(X, A,f, ßm+1, Am + 1)).
Given ¿: I-+J((X, B) from/0 to/i, the homomorphisms (6.16) Theorem. With h\ #, *, and d as defined in (6.8), (6.10) , (6.12) and (6.15) we have a B-cohomology theory on SP2.
Proof. Using the results of §5, Axioms I through VI are easily checked. Axiom VII follows from the exactness of (6.14) and the fact that exactness is preserved under direct limit. For Axiom VIII, note that if i: {Ax, Ax n A2) -> (Y, A2) is the inclusion, then for/e JiiX, B), <£{i): <£iX, A2,f ft,, Am) -* X(Alt Ax n A2,f\A, ßm, Am) is a homeomorphism.
7. The group structure. The suspension 5(£) of a space £ will be the quotient obtained from Fxlby the identification (7.1) ix, t) ~ ix', t) if and only if x = *' or t = 0 or t = 1.
However, we will use a weaker topology than the usual one. Let u>: FxI-> SiF) denote the projection. A basis for the topology on S{F) is to consist of sets of the This is easily checked. We will call 2(j8) the suspension of ft
We will now describe a natural way of assigning to ß a £-spectrum. Let £m(j8) =S(Sm-1(i3)) and define (7.5) Am : is to be the identity, and (7.11) Km:BxI-+Cl-«+HXE);*i)
is to be the constant homotopy Km(b, /) = í2_m + 1(A1)(¿)), 0£/g 1. The i^ware of ß = (E, B, p) is ß2 = (¿2, ¿, /»j), where
and Pi : E2 -> ¿ is given by /»ifo, e"2) = ei-There is a cross-section A: E-* E2 by A(e) = (e, e). Now define , q e 2?iX,f, ß), and the unmarked arrow is inclusion into the direct limit. Note that -nig) is one-one and onto. by Jix,t)=piHix,t), qix)), x e X, Ogíá 1. We have J0=p{gxq), Ji = P-ig'*q) and Q(2(/»)y(=/ 03**1. Therefore Hgxq)] = \p{g' xq)) in L(Y,/, 0(2(0); Ax)). Proof. Apply the above lemma to conclude that both p.# in (7.19 ) and the inclusion of L(X,f, Q(X(ß); Aj)) into the direct limit h°(X,f Sf(ß)) are one-one and onto.
With Xand ß as in the above theorem, let (¿(A,/ ß), a) denote the set L(X,f, ß) together with the abelian group structure determined by the condition that <(ia be an isomorphism. For ylt y2 e L(X,f ß), let yx +a y2 denote their sum in (L(X,f, ß), a). Using the homotopy M of (7.15), we see that a is the zero in this group. (7.24) Lemma. For a0, ax eL(X,f ß) we have <pao(ai) = -^ai(a0).
Proof. Let g0, gx : X-+ ¿represent a0, a± respectively. Then ^aa(ai) is represented by p.(g0'xgi) and i/>ai(a0) by /*(giXg0). From the definition of p., the product P-(go xgi)-P-(gi xgo) is homotopic as a lifting off to the trivial lifting Q,(Ai)f That is, l/,«o(oti) + ^,a1(0ío)=0. This completes the proof. Proof. By (7.24) and (7.25), we have >l'a1(«l+aaY) = ^a1fe1(^O2(0tl) + ^a2(>')) (7.27) = K(«J+M«ù+*a,(y) = KMTherefore «0 +«! («1 +a2 y) = fcHlAaiOo) + 4>ai(aí +a2 Y)) (7.28) = K\K^o)+K(y))
On the other hand, by (7.25) 2 . «o+«a Y = feHWao) + 0aa(y)) = >l>a~¿(<l'a¿t'a~¿xl>ajy)) = feVa^y)-Comparing (7.28) and (7.29) gives the desired result. Let <2r denote the category of sets and functions, let *€ be an arbitrary category and let F: f -* ^ be a contravariant functor. We say that F has a natural affine group structure if for each object X e # and element a e ¿(A), there is a rule (E). £(a0, «i)Tiax, a2) = £(«<>, a2), a0, ax, a2 e FiX). Now let á*(ft 2n-1) denote the category whose objects are pairs (Y,/) with Y a (2n-l)-coçonnected CW-complex, fe JiiX, B) and LiX,f ß) not empty. A map g-iX,A) -* iX2,f2) in the category is to be g: Xx -*■ X2 such that/j =/2g. The following is an equivariant form of a theorem of J. H. C. Whitehead [10] . The proof can be carried out, using the mapping cylinder of/ along the same lines as the proof of the Whitehead theorem. Proof. This follows from Lemma (8.1), sinceq#: nm(Wx X, (w0, x0)) -*■ nm(X; x0) is an isomorphism, m ^ 0.
Let X satisfy the hypothesis of the above lemma and let
be the composition
where A is defined as follows. is an operator isomorphism. [September The proof is tedious but straightforward and will be omitted. As a consequence of the lemma, 0 is a homomorphism.
For a group A with G as left operators, let 1(A) denote its subgroup of invariant elements. Note that the image of 0 is contained in I([X, Y]). For an integer n, let j/(«) denote the class of abelian torsion groups whose /»-primary component is zero if p does not divide «. is an isomorphism modulo s4(n).
Proof. By the preceding lemma it is sufficient to show that (8.14) /*: h\Wx X/G, nx, Sf(ßY)) -> I(h°(X, wtf, Sf(ßY)))
is an isomorphism modulo s/(n). Applying the spectral sequence of §4 to ttx :
WxX/G-> W/G, we have
and a finite filtration
with Ek¿-k = E^--k for large r.
We need the well-known facts [6] that HP(W/G; [h"(X, Sf(ßY))])is inrf(n),p>0, and H°(W/G; [h-(X, Sf(ßY)))) ~ I(h-(X, wt, Sf(ßY))).
From the above filtration we have that /* in (8.14) is an isomorphism modulo •&(ri). This completes the proof.
Suppose G=Z2 and Y=Sn, where the action of Z2 on Sn is given by the antipodal map. Let 2n(A) denote the «th stable cohomotopy group of X. Let T be a cellular fixed point free involution on the CWcomplex X with X/T (2n -l)-coconnected. Then
0:(E(X,S"),a)->I(X»(X))
is an isomorphism modulo 2-torsion.
Let co : Sn( A) -> Hn(X) be the Hopf map and let Q denote the rational numbers. A theorem of Serre [8] asserts that (8.16) u, (g 1 : X»(X) ®Q-> H\X; Q)
is an isomorphism. Let Z2 operate on Hn(X; Q) by the rule U^T*(u), n-odd, and U^ -T*(u), «-even. (8.17) Corollary. With X and T as in (8.15) w0 ® 1 : {EiX, 5"), a) ® ß -> 7 (/7n(Y; 0) w an isomorphism.
Proof. Note that with the operation defined above on Hn{X; Q), w (g> 1 is an operator isomorphism. Now apply (8.15 By means of -n and t the sets IMn+k{M) and EMn+k{M) inherit a natural affine group structure. [September
is (-l)n times the identity, modulo 2-torsion.
Proof. There is a spectral sequence {¿r} with ¿I-« = /7p(M;[S',(5n-1)]) and a filtration 2n+fc-1(r0(Af)) = jo-"*"-1 d .. .s y-*-1 = 0 with yp-''/7J'+1-?-1=¿S,'«. It is sufficient to show that for q>0, the induced automorphism of ¿2'•, is (-l)n times the identity. This agrees with the coefficient automorphism determined by ^_1:S"(S'n"1)->S,(5n"1), since Am.x is the restriction of AM to the fibre. It is well known that for q > 0, A%_ x is ( -l)n times the identity. This completes the proof.
Letting I(En+k~1(T0(M))) denote the subgroup of elements invariant under (Am+k-i)#A&, we have by the above lemma (9.4) Corollary.
Let k>\. Fork even, /(Sn+k -\T0(M)))=2"+k -\T0(M)) and for k odd, I(I.n+k-1(T0(M)))=0, modulo 2-torsion.
We will write Af£¿n+fc (M<=En+k) if there exists an immersion (embedding) of M in En+k. Applying (8.15 ) and the preceding corollary, we have Proof. This follows from Theorem (1.1) of [7] . Let g-1{T0{En+k)) be the bundle over M induced by g and let
be the factorization of T0{g). Then (10.3) <l>To{g)***{y) = 4>m***iY).
In the Gysin sequence for g~\T0{En+k))-+ M, we have ipg*ir*iy) = l e H°{M). Using the notation of Theorem (1.1) of [7] , we have W2*g*«*iY) = G2<bg*n*{y) = GUI) = xig)-This completes the proof. The above lemma implies that xig) depends only on the class ß £ IMn+k{M), so we will write xiß) instead of xig)- 11. The normal class of an immersion. In this section, M is orientable. We consider a question raised by Lashof and Smale [7] as to what elements v e Hk{M) are realizable as normal classes of an immersion. Such elements will be characterized as permanent cycles in a spectral sequence.
If Mç£n+,clet (11.1) Nk{M) = {ve Hk{m) \ v = x{y), y e £Mn+fc(M)}.
If 2k>n + \, then by Lemma (10.4), Nk{M) is a coset of û{IMn+k{M), a). If it is
assumed that MçE**"-1 or M<=En+k, then there is a£/Mn+fc(M) such that x(«)=0. In this case Nk{M) = w{IMn+k{M), a) and is therefore a subgroup of Hk{M).
Let S°° and £°° be the infinite dimensional sphere and projective space respectively, let X{M)=SxxT0{M)/Z2 and P0{M) = T0{M)/Z2 and let wx: X{M) -> £ ■" and tt2 : X{M) -*■ £0(M) be the projections. Pick i0 £ S" and define i : TQ{M) -*» X{M) by i{x)=[s0, x], x £ T0{M). From the definition of w and the commutativity of (8.9) we see that the image of w is equal to the image of the composition h%X{M), nx, y(B)) -Í-* S« + "-i(£o(M)) yii.A) -?-* Hn+k-1{T0{M)) -> H\M), where /S=(S"° x Sn+k-1/Z2, P", ttx).
Constructing the spectral sequence for the identity map X{M) -*■ X{M) and irx e JiiX{M), £"), we have where/>: 5""1^-¿n_1 is the restriction of /> to the fibre. The involution on Z is (-l)n + k. Thus Hn-1(Pn~1; [Z] ) is Z2 or Z depending on whether k is odd or even. In the former case/5* has image 0 and in the latter/»* has image 2Hn~1(Sn~1). The lemma now follows from the commutativity of the above diagram.
From (11.6), (11.7) and Theorem (10.6), we have The values for k=n were given by Lashof and Smale [7] . Information for k<n-1 would involve computing the twisted cohomology operations which appear as differential operators in the spectral sequence. Let SkxSn~1 have the involution (a, b) -* (a, -b).
(11.9) Lemma. For k-even, there is an equivariant map f: SkxSn~1 -> S"*"'1 of degree 2.
Proof. Let/»: Sk x S"'1 -»■ SkxPn~1 be the orbit map. There is an equivariant map g: SkxSn~1 -> Sk+n~1 of degree 0, namely, the projection onto S"'1 followed by the inclusion S'-'cS'+'-i, Now the correspondence E{SkxSn-\ Sk+n-1)^Hk+n-1{SkxPn-1;[Z]) which assigns to / the primary obstruction d{f g) to an equivariant homotopy between/and g is one-one and onto. The involution on Z is (-l)fc+n= ( takes a generator to twice a generator. Therefore if we choose/so that d{f g) is a generator, the degree of/ will be 2. Suppose that M is parallelizable. Then T0{M) = MxSn~1 and we can define has image 0, k-odd, and 2Lk{M), k-even.
Proof. We will first show that the image of i* : n°(Y(M), »lf ^(ft) -* S-+ k-\T0iM)) is 0, k-odd, and is contained in 7Zn+k~1{T0{M)), ¿-even. This will imply that the image ofipd-q is 0, k-odd, and contained in 7LkiN), /c-even. We have a commutative diagram T0(M)-L^Y(M)
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